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Abstract: We present atableau system for the model checking problem 
of the linear time /*-calculus. It improves the system of Stifling and 
Walker by simplifying the success condition for a tableau. In our system 
success for a leaf is determined by the path leading to it, whereas Stifling 
and Walker's method requires the examination of a potentially infinite 
number of paths extending over the whole tableau. 
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1 Introduction. 
Tableau techniques have been used for more than twenty years in order to es- 
tablish validity of modal logics [HC68,Fit83]. A tableau system for a logic has 
three parts: deduction rules, termination conditions, and success conditions. 
The rules are goal-directed; they tell, given a sequent formalizing the statement 
we want to prove true, how to obtain subgoals. The termination conditions tell 
when to stop the construction of the proof tree, which we then call a tableau. 
Finally, the success conditions indicate when a tableau succeeds in establishing 
the truth of the root sequent. 
Stirling has advocated the use of tableau techniques for local model-checking 
problems [Sti87]. Local model-checking asks whether a particular state has a 
temporal property, rather than, what is the set of states that satisfy it. Since 
tableau techniques check the properties of a given state by reference to properties 
of adjacent states, local model-checking may avoid having to compute all the 
states of the system. 
Tableau techniques are particularly suitable for computer-assisted verifica- 
tion. They give very good insight into why a property holds. Also, they allow 
the verifier to apply her knowledge of the system to select the most promising 
course of action, by deciding which rule to apply or which branch of a proof tree 
to explore first. (Compare the standard automata-theoretic te hniques: they are 
efficient and easy to automate, but require some expertise to use and understand 
'by hand'. For verification where human input is expected, we believe it better 
to use only the formula and the model, with as few auxiliary constructions as 
are necessary, which should be immediately related to the logic in question.) 
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Stirling and Walker have proposed tableau systems for/t-calculi, a group of 
fixpoint logics very popular in the formal verification community. A system for 
the modal tL-calculus (a branching time logic) is presented in [SW91], and a 
system for the linear-time #-calculus (the linear-time counterpart of the modal 
it-calculus), can be found in [SW90]. 
While the system of [SW91] is very simple and satisfactory, the one presented 
in [SW90] has very complicated success conditions. In the case of the modal #- 
calculus, deciding whether a leaf of the tableau is successful can be done by 
examining the path of the tableau leading to it. On the contrary, the success 
condition of [SW90] requires the examination of a potentially infinite number 
of so-called extended paths, which are structures that may extend all over the 
tableau. The decidability of the success condition is difficult to prove, and in 
fact this point is not addressed in [SW90]. 
Stirling and Walker were aware of this problem, and they wrote ([SW90], 
p. 176) that "it may be possible to find a simpler definition of successful termin- 
ation". This is precisely the contribution of this paper. We provide a simple, 
alternative tableau system, in which the success condition of a terminal only 
depends on the path leading to it. Our approach uses some ideas of [Kai95], 
where Kaivola addresses the satisfiability problem for the linear-time p-calculus. 
The paper is structured as follows. In section 2 we give basic definitions and 
results about the linear-time #-calculus. In section 3 we present he tableau 
system, while section 4 illustrates it on an example. The proofs of soundness 
and completeness are in section 5, while section 6 discusses complexity issues. 
This work has been partially supported by a British-German Academic Col- 
laboration Grant from the DAAD and the British Council (all authors) and by 
Project A3-SAM of the Sonderforschungsbereich 342 (Esparza and Mader). We 
thank the anonymous referees for improvements o the paper. 
2 The  L inear  T ime y -Ca lcu lus .  
We now define linear time #-calculus yntax and semantics, and some nota- 
tion for later use. The language is built from propositions, variables, boolean 
connectives, the minimal and maximal fixpoint operators # and L,, and two tem- 
poral operators, the strong nexttime 0 and the weak ne~ttime 6). Intuitively, Or 
means 'there is a next moment in time and r is true at that moment', whereas 
Qr means 'if there is a next moment in time, then r is true at that moment'. 
Def in i t ion 1. Fix two disjoint countable sets, Zc, the set of propositions, and 
Zv, the set of variables, and define Z = Zc W Zv. The formulae of uTL are 
defined by the abstract syntax: 
r ::= Q [ Z [ (~1 A r I (~1 V (~2 [ O(~[ C)(~ [ /~Z.(~ [ I/Z.(/) 
where Q varies over Zc  and Z over Zv. The symbol a is used in formulae to 
mean either u or #. An occurrence of a variable Z in r is bound iff it is within 
a subformula Z.~' of q5 and free otherwise. If Z is a variable, r162 is the 
result of simultaneously substituting r for all free occurrences of Z in r <~ 
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Furthermore, in any uTL- formula r we assume that all the bound variables 
are distinct, and that all occurrences of bound variables are guarded, i.e. that 
each occurrence of variable Z in aZ.r is in a subformula of the type Or  ~ or @r 
Any formula can be effectively transformed into an equivalent one fulfilling these 
restrictions. Note that negation is not in the logic; however, any formula can be 
negated using the De Morgan dualites. 
Def in i t ion  2. A transition system is a set S of states together with a binary 
relation ~ on states. A run of a transition system is a maximal sequence 
so --+ Sl --* - 9 - (which may be finite, if a state has no successor, or infinite). Let 
7~ be the set of runs. We shall let a (outside formulae) range over runs, and if 
cr = so --~ sl --* . . .  then we write a(i) for si, and cr i for si --~ si+l --* --" We 
write E(s) for the set { cr I a(0) = s } of runs start ing at s. 
A mu-calculus model is a transition system 7- = (S,--*) together with a 
valuation ~;: Zv --* 2 n ,  and a valuation ~Y: Zc -* 2 S. The denotation IIr 
of a mu-formula r in the model (T, ];, )4)) is given by the following rules (omitting 
the superscript 7" and the subscript 14;, which do not change): 
IlZliv = v (z )  IlQIIv -- { o- [ ~(o) e W(Q) } 
I1r A r --- IIr n 11r I1r v r = IlCxllv u IIr 
I IOr = { o- I o~ 9 IIr } II@r = { o- I o~ e IIr } u { o- 1 o-(o) ~ } 
II~'Z.r = U{R c_ n I IIr _~ R}  
II#Z.r = r ]{  R c_ n I IIr c_ .R } 
where )2[Z : -  R] is the valuation ) /wh ich  agrees with 1; save that ] / (Z )  = R. 
A run ~r satisfies r a ~ r iff a E IICHv, and s ~ r for a state s iff all runs 
starting at s satisfy r 
These  preliminary definitions apply to finite or infinite systems. However ,  as 
we  are interested in decidability, we  shall f rom now on be concerned only with 
finite transition systems. 
3 The  Tab leau  System.  
3.1 The sequents. 
In the tableau system for the modal #-calculus described in [SW91], the sequents 
have the form s F r where s is a state and r is a formula. For the linear- 
t ime/z-calculus the sequents have to be a bit more complicated (as was already 
observed in [SW90]). The reason has to do with disjunction. In the modal case, 
s ~ A V B means s E IIAII U IIBtl, and therefore implies either s ~ A or s ~ B. 
In consequence, the two rules 
sFAVB sFAVB 
sFA  skB  
are complete. In the linear-time case, s ~ A V B means E(s) C IIAII U IIBII. 
Since E(s) is a set of runs, we can no longer infer s k IIAll or s ~ IIBII: some runs 
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in E(s) may satisfy A but not B, and others B but not A. The solution is to 
allow sets of formulae in the right hand side of a sequent, which are interpreted 
disjunctively. This way, the rule 
sFAVB 
sF -A ,B  
is sound and complete. 
3.2 The rules. 
If we have sets of formulae on the right of a sequent, there would usually be a 
choice of rules to apply, since several of the formulae may be eligible to have a 
rule applied. For technical reasons, it is helpful to have a unique rule to apply to 
a given sequent, so our system makes use of concurrent rule applications: a rule 
application in the tableau is actually the concurrent application of a maximal 
number of the basic rules; for example, 
sFAVB,  CAD 
s P A ,B ,C  s k A ,B ,D  
is the concurrent application of the V and A basic rules. 
The basic rules are as one expects, namely 
A 
Q 
0 
sb  F, AAB sF  F, A V B 
V 
s F F, A s F F, B s F F, A ,B  
sFF ,  Q wheres failsQ aZ sFF ,aZ .A  
s F F s F F, A[~Z.A/Z] 
s I- OF, QA 
where {81, . . .  , Sn} = { ,S t I 8 ---+ 8 t } 
sl F F, A ... sn F F, A 
A rule is then the concurrent application of a maximal set of basic rules. We 
have the following lemma trivially from the definitions: 
Lemma 3. The antecedent of a rule is true if and only if all its consequents are 
true. [] 
Notice that the result of the application of a rule to a sequent is completely 
determined by the sequent. In other words, the children are completely determ- 
ined by the parent. Notice also that the O rule cannot be applied concurrently 
with any other rule, since it requires that all formulae on the right start with a 
next operator. 
3.3 Paths, internal paths, and terminals. 
A proof tree is a tree of sequents constructed by the iterated application of these 
rules, starting with a root So b r We write n : s ~- F to mean that n is labelled 
with the sequent s F F; we write n -~ n t to mean that n and n' are labelled 
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with the same sequent. We extend these notations to sequences of nodes in the 
obvious way. (We shall use n, m to range over nodes in a proof tree.) 
Associated with a path ~ of the proof tree is a sequence s -~ sl -~ 9 - --* sm 
of transitions arising from the applications of the O-rule on ~. We call this 
sequence trans( Tc ). 
The price to pay for allowing sets of formulae in the right hand side of a 
sequent is that a path of a proof tree is an object with a rather complicated 
internal structure: a set of internal paths describing the dependencies between 
formulae at different nodes. The path 
nl: s ~- (OA A B) V OB 
n2: s ~- OA A B,  OB 
n3: s ~- OA, OB 
n4:s ~ ~- A ,B  
has the following internal paths: 
nl,(OA A B) V OB nl ,(OA A B) V 9 
n2, 9 A B n2, 9 
ns, OA as, 9 
n4, A n4, B 
It is intuitively clear that the truth of a sequent depends on the structure 
of the internal paths starting at it: in particular, it is important which # or v- 
variables are unfolded in those paths. Since the terminals of our tableau system 
will use these notions, we define them formally: 
Def in i t ion 4. Let 7r = nln2 ... be a path of a proof tree. An internal path of 
r is a finite or infinite sequence of pairs (nl, 41)(n2, 42). . .  such that 4i appears 
in ni, and for any two consecutive pairs (hi, 4i)(ni+l, 4i+1), one of the following 
cases holds: 
* ni+l is a child of ni, no basic rule is applied to 4i, and 4i+1 -- 4i, or 
9 ni+l is a child of ni, some basic rule different from Q is applied to 4i, and 
4i§ is the formula given by the basic rule application. 
An internal circuit of a finite path ~- = n ln2 . . .nk  such that nl -~ nk, is a 
finite sequence of internal paths of ~r 
( (n l ,  r  (nk, Ck)) ( (nl ,  r  (nk, r 9 9 9 
9 . . ( (~ ,  Cj~+~) 9 .. (nk,  r for j e N 
such that r =r  and r ---- r247  and there are no two identical pairs in 
the circuit. 
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The characteristic of a finite internal path is either the highest variable that 
is unfolded (i.e. has the crZ rule applied to its fix-point) in it, or the symbol 
_L if no variable is unfolded; the characteristic of an infinite internal path is 
the highest variable that is unfolded infinitely often. If the characteristic of an 
internal path is a p-variable (v-variable), then we also say that the path has 
p-characteristic (~-characteristic). 
Let n . . .  n ~ be a path. The relation Int(n,  n ~) is defined as the set of triples 
(r r Z) such that there exists an internal path (n, r  (n',  r  with charac- 
teristic Z. Sometimes we denote the triple ( r162  as (n , r  z (n ' , r  
It is easy to see that if the formula at the root of a proof tree is guarded, 
then the characteristic of any internal circuit is always different from • 
We can now define the terminal nodes, which are rather similar to those given 
by Kaivola in [Kai95] for the satisfiability problem. 
Def in i t ion  5. A node n : s F F is a terminal if 
(i) F = O; or 
(ii) F = OF t, QF" (where F" is non-empty) and s has no successor; or 
(iii) F = OF'  and s has no successor; or 
(iv) Q E F and s satisfies Q; or 
(v) n has a predecessor n '  _~ n and every internal circuit of the path n~.. .  n 
has p-characteristic; we call n ~ the companion of n; or 
(vi) n is not a terminal of type (v), and it has two predecessors n"  ~_ n'  -~ n, 
with n"  above n' ,  such that Int(n", n')  = Int (n" ,  n); the nodes n"  and n'  
are called the second and first companions of n. 
Terminals of types (i), (iii) and (v) are unsuccessful, and terminals of types (ii), 
(iv) and (vi) are successful. 
A tableau is a finite proof tree whose leaves (and no other node) are terminals. 
A tableau is successful if all its terminals are successful. ,~ 
We have the following result 
P ropos i t ion  6. There is a unique tableau with a given root. 
P roo f .  The children of a nonterminal node are determined solely by the node, 
and the termination conditions are deterministic. [ ]  
We briefly explain the intuition behind the definition of the terminals. Each 
path of a tableau can be seen as an attempt o construct a false run of the system, 
i.e., a run which does not satisfy the formula at the root. The terminals identify 
the points at which we have gathered enough information, either to construct 
such a run (unsuccessful terminal), or to give up searching the continuations 
of the path (successful terminal). Let ~" be a path of the tableau ending in a 
terminal n, and let a = trans(r). 
9 If n is of type (i), then its parent is of the form s F Q, and no run starting 
at s satisfies Q. So every run of the form aa '  is false. 
9 if n is of type (ii), then a is a true run, and there are no continuations of a. 
9 if n is of type (iii), then a is already a false run. 
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9 If n is of type (iv), then all runs of the form an '  are true; therefore, we can 
give up the search. 
9 If n is of type (v), then the run al(a2) ~ is false, where a2 = trans(n'.., n) 
and o"1o'2 = o-; loosely speaking, the reason is that in any chain of depend- 
encies corresponding to this run some/t-variable is unfolded infinitely often. 
9 If n is of type (vi), then we cannot say that all runs of the form aa  ~ are 
true. However, if such a run is false, then there exists also a false run of the 
form ~'a  I, where a" = trans(no.., n ' . . .  n~). Moreover, the path showing 
the falsity of a'a t will be shorter than the path for ao -~ (loosely speaking, 
it will not contain the part n~.. .  n). So we can give up the search. 
This concludes the presentation of the tableau system. A comparison with 
the systems of [SW90] and [Kai95] can be found in the conclusions. 
4 Example .  
For an example, we shall check the formula 
~,Z.#X.O((Z A P) V X)  
'(on every path) infinitely often P '  on the state s of the following system, where 
P holds at the state t. 
This formula fails at s, so the constructed tableau will contain an unsuccess- 
ful terminal. We shall only show the first branch containing an unsuccessful 
terminal, since that is sufficient o fail. 
For readability, we use the variables Z, X to represent the associated fix-point 
formulae; and r abbreviates ((Z A P) Y X). The terminals marked with # are 
the unsuccessful terminals (all of type (v)); both of them fail due to an internal 
path of the form 
s,Or ---* s,(Z A P) v X ---* s ,X  ~ s ,Or  
which is the only internal path from the companion s t- 0 r  to the terminal 
s ~- Or 
Tableaux can be quite large--we have only given one unsuccessful branch 
for this one, If the property being checked is true, one must construct the 
entire tableau, but as noted above, in the case of failure it suffices to find one 
unsuccessful branch. It is this feature which allows local model-checking: the 
user may construct he tableau depth-first, and decide at every node with several 
children which one to examine first. 
The second tableau is the tableau for the same formula on the system with 
the self-loop from s to s deleted. In this case, the formula is true, and accordingly 
the tableau is successful. The successful terminals (marked with ,/) are some of 
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s t- uZ.#X.Or 
s ~- ~x .or  
sFOr 
sb(ZAP)  VX 
8~-ZAP, X 
se P, Or 
#s~Or 
tF (ZAP)  VX 
s~- Z,Or 
First example tableau 
type (iv) and some of type (vi). One of the type (vi) leaves is labelled n, and 
its companions are labelled n" and n'; the others are all similar. The relations 
Int(n",  n') and Int(n', n) are both 
{(or or z), (or or x)} 
This example also shows that tableaux can be very redundant. For instance, 
the two subtableaux rooted at n' and the similar node m'  to its right (labelled 
s [- Or This redundancy is typical of tableau methods, and there exist sev- 
eral techniques that palliate it, which are out of the scope of this paper (see 
[Mad92,Mad95]). 
5 Soundness and Completeness.  
In this section we state the necessary soundness and completeness theorems for 
the tableau system. The proofs of these theorems are somewhat echnical and 
intricate, especially the soundness proof, and regrettably the space constraints 
for these Proceedings have necessitated their removal. We therefore only give 
a few lines sketching the strategy, and refer the reader to the technical report 
version of this paper, available on the Web at 
http ://www 9 dcs9 ed. ac. uk/home/j cb/Research/papers, html#1intab 
(in the UK), or 
h t tp  : / /papa 9  in f  ormat ik. tu-muenchen, de / fo rschung/s fb342_a3/ re f  s. html 
(in Germany). 
To prove these theorems, the standard notions of approximants for fixpoints, 
and of signatures, are defined. 
Def in i t ion 7. For all ordinals a 60rd ,  the fixpoint approximants #~Z.r and 
vaZ.r are defined by: #~162 = if, u~162 = tt, ~r~+lz.r = r162 #~Z.r = 
V c~ V~<x #~z.r  and ,;~Z.r = Aa<x z.r where A is a limit ordinal, q 
P ropos i t ion  8. In a model T = (8, --@, #Z.r = V~<. #az . r  for some n < 2 lsl, 
and uZ.r = A~<~ u~z.r for some ~; < 2 Isl. [] 
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s k .Z.t~X.Or 
s k ~,x.or 
n": s I- 0 r  
t~(z^P)VX 
tF ZAP,  X 
ct t- P, or 
~kp, or 
n': s F 0r 
tk (ZAP)  VX 
tF Z AP, X 
t I- z ,o r  
t~-x ,or  
tkOr 
sk(zAP)vx  
skZAP,  X 
s~p,or 
r I- 0 r  
se  z ,o r  
skX ,  Or 
r sFOr  
tk  z, or  
tk  X, Or 
t~-Or 
sF(ZAP)  VX 
sk  Z AP, X 
skz ,  o r  
skx ,  o r  
m':  s I-- 0r 
t t - (ZAP)  VX 
zt k P,Or t k Z A P ,X  
tF Z, Or c tk  P, Or 
tF X, Or 
tkOr  
sk(ZAP)  VX 
s~-ZAP,  X 
sF P, Or sF  Z,Or 
cs k 0r s I- X, 0r 
cs k 0r 
Second example tableau 
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(These syntactic approximants are infinitary formulae which have the obvious 
semantics; alternatively, one can define semantic approximants directly.) 
Def in i t ion  9. The #-signature #-sig(a, r of a run a at a formula r (where ~r 
r is the lexicographically east sequence 41, ~2,. . . ,  ~k such that a ~ 4[/z r Zi.4i/  
#Zi.4i] where #Zi.4i are the # subformulae of 4 in order of depth (i.e. in some 
(fixed) order such that subformulae appear after any containing subformulae). 
DuMly, the v-signature of a ~/4 is defined as the least sequence such that 
u 4[- c~ z~.4~l.Zi.4d. 
Theorem 10. The (unique) tableau for a given root is finite. 
Proof .  Let T be the tableau with root So F 40, let n be the number of states 
of the transition system, and let m be the number of symbols of 40. It is easy 
to see that the size of the closure (i.e. the subformulae, modulo unfolding) of 40 
is bounded by m. Therefore, r contains at most n 9 2 m different sequents, and 
there are at most 2 m3 different Int relations. By the definition of the terminals 
of type (vi), every path of r has at most length O(n 9 2 m3). Since a node has 
finitely many children, a tableau contains finitely many nodes. []  
Theorem 11. If so ~ 40, then there exists a successful tableau. 
Proof .  (Sketch) Starting with root So F 40, apply the rules until a tableau 
is constructed. The construction terminates by Theorem 10. Assume that the 
tableau so constructed contains an unsuccessful terminal n : s }-- F. We prove 
that n or its parent is a false node, which contradicts Lemma 3. The interesting 
case is when n is an unsuccessful terminal of type (v). In that case, we take the 
run generated by the internal path from n's companion to n, and show that this 
run does not satisfy any formula in F. The technique for this is a familiar one in 
proofs for fixpoint tableau systems: follow the run round the internal path, and 
use the backward soundness of the tableau rules to find either a contradiction 
after finite time, or an infinite descending chain of/,-signatures, which is also 
impossible. [] 
Theorem 12. If there exists a successful tableau, then so > r 
Proof .  (Sketch) Let r be the tableau for So F 40- Suppose that r is successful, 
but that So ~/40; we shall derive a contradiction. 
An extended path of r is a finite or infinite sequence of nodes nln2 .. .  such 
that for every two consecutive nodes ni, ni+l either ni is a a-terminal and ni+l 
a child of its (first) companion, or ni is a nonterminal and ni+l is one of its 
children. The internal paths of an extended path are defined as those of normal 
paths. 
Assuming that So V 40 there must be a run a0 which does not satisfy 40. We 
shall use this run to show the existence of an unsuccessful terminal, contradict- 
ing the success of r. Again, we use the run to construct a suitable extended path 
so that every node of the path is false. Since the L,-signatures must decrease, 
we obtain a path along which some least fixpoint is infinitely often unfolded. 
We then apply a delicate, but terminating, procedure to the path which demon- 
strates the existence of an unsuccessful terminal of type (v), contradicting the 
hypothesis. (This procedure ssentially 'cuts out' portions of the path between 
companions and terminals.) [ ]  
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6 Complex i ty  Issues.  
Let us first consider the problem of deciding if, given a state s and a formula 
r some path starting at s does not satisfy r (this is the complement of the 
model-checking problem as defined in this paper). 
We may nondeterministically guess a path of the tableau with root s F r 
leading to an unsuccessful terminal. The length of a path is O(n.2 m3 ), where n is 
the number of states of the transition system and m the number of symbols of the 
formula. So we have a nondeterministic algorithm with linear space complexity 
in the size of the system and exponential in the length of the formula. 
It is possible to do better if we observe that we do not have to store all the 
path. We may nondeterministically guess its length k, and the position k ~ of the 
companion. Then, it suffices to store the current node ni, and, from the moment 
we reach the k+l - th  node on, the relation Int(nk, hi), because the characteristics 
of the internal paths can be obtained from there. An element of the Int relation 
can be stored in O(m) space, and there are at most O(m 3) of them. So we need 
O(m 4 + logn) space (including the space to store k and k'). It is still possible 
to improve things a bit by observing that we do not really need to store every 
element of Int(n~, ni), because we are only interested in the characteristics of
the internal circuits. In consequence, for every pair of formulae (r r we only 
need to store the element ( r162  E Int(nk,ni) having the highest Z. This 
reduces the space to O(m 3 + logn). Some other tricks (see [Kai95]) reduce it 
further to O(m 2 log m + log n). Using standard results of complexity theory, it is 
then possible to obtain deterministic algorithms with 2 O(m2 log re+log n) space and 
time, or O(f) space and O(2 f) time, where f e O((m 2 logm + logn)2). These 
deterministic results also apply, of course, to the model-checking problem. 
7 Conc lus ions .  
We have presented a tableau system for the linear-time tt-calculus with simpler 
success conditions than those of Stirling and Walker's system [SW90]. The 
success condition of [SW90] uses the notion of extended path. Loosely speaking, 
an extended path is a sequence of nodes in which the successor of an element 
is either one of its children or, in case the element is a fixpoint terminal, its 
companion (in [SW90] fixpoint terminals only have one companion). The success 
condition for a terminal n requires to examine the internal circuits of all the 
extended paths leading from the companion ~ of n to n. Such extended paths 
may visit many different erminals of the tableau, because the subtree with root 
t n may have many different leaves. This makes the condition very difficult to 
verify. In fact, it is not easy to prove that the condition is decidable (this point 
is not addressed in [SW90]). Our success condition requires to examine only the 
internal circuits of the unique path leading from the companion to the terminal, 
and makes the complexity analysis very-simple. 
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The price to pay for the simpler success condition is a larger tableau. In 
[SW90], the construction of a branch of the tableau terminates whenever we hit 
a sequent we have seen before (in the branch). In our system, we may have to 
continue further. So, in some sense, our tableau can be seen as an unfolding of 
the tableau of [SW90], in which the success conditions are more transparent and 
easier to check. 
Kaivola also sketches a tableau system for the satisfiability problem at the 
end of [Kai95]. The system checks if some run satisfies a formula. A tableau 
consists of one path and a recurrence point, a node that must be guessed by the 
user. These points increase very much the number of possible tableaux for a 
given root. Our system improves Kaivola's by getting rid of recurrence points. 
In this way, we obtain a 'conventional' tableau system, closer to the system for 
the modal #-calculus of [8W91]. 
The complexity of our system (discussed in the previous section) coincides 
with the complexity of model-checking techniques based on automata theory 
(see, for instance, [Var88]). Our aim is not to compete with these techniques, 
which are probably better for automatic verification, but to provide a logical 
system which may be used to solve small examples by hand, explains why a 
formula holds, and allows us to use knowledge about the system to speed up the 
verification process. 
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